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A Message from the

Chairman, CEO and President

It is an honor and a privilege for me to have the opportunity to lead the USTA for the

next two years as Chairman, CEO and President. This is a moment of tremendous signifi-

cance to me, personally, and I believe that it also marks a wonderful milestone for this

association as well. Tennis has afforded me so many opportunities and has helped to

shape so much of my life. Because of that, I am especially committed to doing all that I

can to ensure that more people are exposed to our wonderful sport so that they can enjoy

the same life-enhancing benefits that go hand-in-hand with an involvement in tennis.

This is an exciting time for the USTA and the sport of tennis. We’re seeing genuine

progress at every level of the game. It’s time now to focus on building on that progress

and raising our game to the next level. From the game’s grass roots to the great stage of

the US Open, we need to redouble our efforts and infuse our sport with a new energy

and vitality so that this association can continue to evolve, lead and grow. It is the

 passion of our people—our unparalleled volunteers and staff—that will fuel that growth.

Over the course of these next two years, I’m committed to continuing the focus on our all-important Youth Tennis

 initiative, so that we can get more kids into tennis—and  keep them playing. Whatever their goals are in the sport, an

involvement in tennis will help them realize more of their goals in life. And by creating a strong foundation of players, we’re

also helping to ensure the long-term health of tennis.

For that same reason, I am making it a priority to extend our outreach into more diverse communities—particularly

 Hispanic communities—so that more people from more places can be exposed to our sport. Through the NJTL and the USTA

Foundation, we can reach thousands of youth in these communities. The fastest-growing segment of the population in our

country is people of color, and I want the USTA to be a leader in showing everyone—white, black, Latino and Asian—that

we understand their needs and appreciate the many ways in which  their individualities can enhance our singular sport. As

an association, we have made some inroads in this area, but there is so much more to do if we truly want the face of our

sport to more closely resemble the face of our country.

We are in the midst of some important major projects right now, with the Strategic Transformation of the USTA Billie Jean

King National Tennis Center well underway and the Lake Nona project about to begin in earnest. These two major undertakings

will help to shape the future of our sport. But it’s important—especially at this time—not to lose sight of the equal

 importance of the small things that will help us enhance the sport today. We need to continue to listen and learn from each

other. We need to go the extra mile in our outreach to others. We all come from different communities and have different

perspectives. It’s important to recognize this in order to better understand and maximize our outreach efforts.

To get to where we want to go as a sport and as an association we must continue to work together. We will need to

reach out if we are to reach higher. I’m proud to be one of you and excited to get to work because I know that with your help,

there is no limit to what we can achieve. 

Katrina M. Adams

USTA Chairman, CEO, and President


